ABSTRACT. Drawing on Vanhove's contributions to mixed Hodge structures for Feynman integrals in two-dimensional quantum field theory, we compute two families of determinants whose entries are Bessel moments. Via explicit factorizations of certain Wrońskian determinants, we verify two recent conjectures proposed by Broadhurst and Mellit, concerning determinants of arbitrary sizes. With some extensions to our methods, we also relate two more determinants of Broadhurst-Mellit to the logarithmic Mahler measures of certain polynomials.
INTRODUCTION
In perturbative expansions for two-dimensional quantum field theory, we often need to evaluate Feynman diagrams such as [33 for certain non-negative integers a, b, n ∈ Z ≥0 . In addition to their important rôles in the computation of anomalous magnetic dipole moment [25, 24, 27] in quantum electrodynamics, these single-scale Bessel moments are also intimately related to motivic integrations in algebraic geometry [7] and modular forms in number theory [31] , thus having stimulated intensive mathematical research. For example, various linear relations among Bessel moments, such as π 2 IKM(3, 5; 1) = IKM(1, 7; 1) [conjectured in 16, (148)] and 9π 2 IKM(4, 4; 1) = 14 IKM(2, 6; 1) [conjectured in 16, (147)] had been discovered by numerical experiments, before their formal proofs [35, 36] were constructed by algebraic and analytic methods.
Recently, based on a collaboration with Anton Mellit [21] , David Broadhurst has laid out several dazzling conjectures about non-linear algebraic relations among IKM(a, b; n) with fixed a+b and varying n [16] . They revolve around certain determinants whose entries are Bessel moments, two of which are recapitulated below. then its determinant evaluates to by evaluating all the four entries of M 2 in closed form. These analytic evaluations were made possible by integrations of some special modular forms. It appears uneconomical, if not utterly infeasible, to probe into the remaining scenarios in Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2 through analytic expressions for all the individual elements in these matrices. Indeed, only a limited number of individual Bessel moments IKM(a, b; n)
for a + b ≥ 5 are currently known in closed form (say, as special L-values attached to certain automorphic forms) [16, 36] . In this work, we verify Conjectures 1.1-1.2, in their entirety, via Vanhove's studies of mixed Hodge structures for Feynman integrals [33] , and factorizations of certain Wrońskian determinants. This approach allows us to find a recursive mechanism underlying the Broadhurst-Mellit determinant formulae, without going through the ordeals of evaluating individual matrix elements by brute force. The same method can be extended to certain determinants whose entries involve the vacuum diagrams V n := IKM(0, n; 1) = ∞ 0 [K 0 (t)] n t d t for n ∈ {5, 6}. These extensions allow us to evaluate two other determinants that were studied numerically by Broadhurst-Mellit [16, (101) and (114)], in terms of logarithmic Mahler measures, which are defined as
. This article runs as follows. In §2, we write a new proof for det M 2 = 2π 3 √ 3 3 5 5 , using algebraic manipulations of determinants, rather than automorphic representations of individual matrix entries. We carry on these algebraic arguments in §3 to produce a proof of det N 2 = π 4 2 6 3 2 , before devoting §4 to the treatments of det M k and det N k that come in arbitrary sizes (k ∈ Z ≥2 ). In §5, we open with an overview of current understandings for the relations between vacuum diagrams and Mahler measures, before presenting a proof of the results stated below.
Theorem 1.3 (Broadhurst-Mellit determinants and Mahler measures).
We have the following determinant evaluations, in terms of the logarithmic Mahler measures defined in (1.8):
As announced in the introduction, we now calculate det M 2 without evaluating each element in the matrix M 2 . In §2.1, using variations on the single-scale Bessel moments, we construct a 3 × 3 Wrońskian determinant as a function Ω 3 (u) of a parameter u ∈ (0, 4), and characterize Ω 3 (u), u ∈ (0, 4) up to an overall multiplicative constant. In §2.2, we determine the aforementioned multiplicative constant by the asymptotic behavior Ω 3 (u), u → 0 + , and compute det M 2 via the special value Ω 3 (1).
2.1. A 3 × 3 Wrońskian determinant. To simplify notations, we introduce a few abbreviations involving Bessel moments and their analogs. Definition 2.1. We write IKM (resp. I KM) for two-scale Bessel moments with a rescaled argument in one I 0 (resp. K 0 ) factor. Concretely speaking, we have
for certain non-negative integers a, b, n ∈ Z ≥0 that make these integral expressions absolutely convergent for a given scaling parameter u > 0. Differentiations in the variable u will be denoted by short-hands
Here, for the convergence test of the two-scale Bessel moments, it would suffice to remind our readers of the asymptotic expansions for the modified Bessel functions:
as t → ∞. In the t → 0 + regime, the bounded term I 0 (t) = 1 + O(t 2 ) and the mild singularity K 0 (t) = O(log t) do not contribute to the convergence test of single-scale Bessel moments IKM and their twoscale analogs IKM, I KM. Later in this section, we will also find the following facts
we study the Wrońskian determinant
in the next lemma.
] satisfies the following differential equation:
Proof. Using integration by parts in the variable t, one can verify that the following holonomic differential operator [33, Table 1 , n = 4]
annihilates every member of the set {µ 1 2,1 (u), µ 1 2,2 (u), µ 1 2,3 (u)}, for u ∈ (0, 4). With the Kronecker delta . The homogeneous differential equation L 3 µ 1 2,1 (u) = 0 was also crucially important in a previous study [36, §5] of the single-scale 6-loop sunrise diagram in two-dimensional quantum field theory.
2.2.
Reduction to det M 2 . We recall that the modified Bessel functions of first order are related to derivatives of their counterparts of zeroth order:
and we have a bound
Reserving the symbol D 1 for partial derivatives in the variable u, we have
This motivates us to introduce additional short-hand notations, to accommodate for derivatives of twoscale Bessel moments IKM and I KM with respect to u. Definition 2.3. We writeÍKM (resp. IḰM) for the replacement of one I 0 (t) (resp. K 0 (t)) factor in the single-scale Bessel moments by one I 1 ( √ ut) (resp. −K 1 ( √ ut)) factor. Concretely speaking, we definé 16) for certain non-negative integers a, b, n ∈ Z ≥0 that guarantee convergence of these integrals for a given parameter u > 0.
With the understanding that
, we now investigate
To save space for matrix entries, we also define
Proposition 2.4 (Factorization of Ω 3 (1)). We have the following identity:
Proof. With the Bessel differential equations (uD 2 
for all u ∈ (0, 4), upon using elementary row operations. In particular, we may identify 2 3 Ω 3 (1) with
Now, subtracting the second column from the last column in the determinant above, while keeping in 22) thereby establishing our claim in (2.19).
In the next proposition, we examine the Wrońskian determinant in the u → 0 + limit.
In particular, this implies the evaluation det M 2 = 2π 3 √ 3 3 5 5 . Proof. From (3.3), we know that [u 2 (4 − u)(16 − u)] 3/2 Ω 3 (u) remains constant for u ∈ (0, 4). We will determine this constant by computing
In the u → 0 + regime, we have [cf. (2.4) and (2.13)] 28) along with several other asymptotic expansions, so 2 3 u 3 Ω 3 (u) becomes
we find In §2, we built det M 2 on the knowledge of (the retroactively defined 1 × 1 "determinants") det M 1 = IKM(1, 2; 1) and det N 1 = IKM(1, 3; 1). Our task in this section is to compute det N 2 from det M 2 and det N 1 .
and
we begin our study of the Wrońskian determinant ω 4 (u) :
Proof. Using integration by parts in the variable t, one can verify that the following holonomic differential operator [33, Table 1 , n = 5]
annihilates every member in the set {ν 
Proof. Through row operations and the Bessel differential equations for I 0 and K 0 , we find
for all u ∈ (0, 1). In particular, as u → 1 − , we have
where a hash (resp. circle) denotes a bounded (resp. infinitesimal) quantity. Here, it is also worth pointing out that
and generalized Weber-Schafheitlin integrals [cf. 34, §13.45] for u ∈ (0, 1):
we may deduce the following asymptotic formulae in the u → 1 − regime:
Therefore, we have
by cofactor expansion, as u → 1 − . After eliminating the second column from the last column in the last 3 × 3 determinant, and employingν 1 2,4 (1) −ν 1 2,2 (1) = − IKM(1, 3; 1), in a similar fashion as (2.22), we arrive at the factorization formula in (3.5).
Next, we consider an extension of Proposition 2.5.
In particular, this implies the evaluation det N 2 = π 4 2 6 3 2 .
Proof. We will evaluate lim u→0 + u 4 ω 4 (u), starting from the expansion
where µ ℓ 2,1 (1) = IKM(1, 4; 2ℓ − 1) and µ ℓ 2,2 (1) = IKM(2, 3; 2ℓ − 1). Arguing in a similar vein as (2.28), we find
as u → 0 + . Therefore, our goal is achieved.
BROADHURST-MELLIT FORMULAE
The major goal of this section is to generalize the algebraic manipulations in § §2-3 to the following recursions of Broadhurst-Mellit determinants for all k ∈ Z ≥2 :
Once these recursions are established, we can verify Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2 by induction.
4.1. Wrońskians for two-scale Bessel moments. The analysis in § §2-3 motivates us to introduce the following notations for matrix elements.
, as the abbreviations for the entries in the Broadhurst-Mellit matrices:
For each k ∈ Z ≥2 , we will be concerned with
the Wrońskian determinants for two-scale Bessel moments.
If we further define
then we can verify
for u ∈ (0, 4), and
Lemma 4.2 (Vanhove differential equations for Ω 2k−1 (u) and ω 2k (u)). (a) For each n ∈ Z ≥1 , there exists a holonomic differential operator L n whose leading term is f n (u)D n , such that f n (u) is a monic polynomial and
(4.13) (b) For u ∈ (0, 4), we have
(4.14)
for u ∈ (0, 1), we have
, we have the Bessel differential equations ð 2 I 0 (t) = t 2 ð 0 I 0 (t) and ð 2 K 0 (t) = t 2 ð 0 K 0 (t). The Borwein-Salvy operator L n+1 [8, Lemma 3.3] , being the n-th symmetric power of the Bessel differential operator ð 2 − t 2 ð 0 , annihilates each member in the set 
Once we have obtained
Starting from the vanishing identity
we may perform successive integrations by parts, while carefully treating boundary contributions from the t → 0 + regime. We recall the recursion
. These identities enable us to rewrite (4.23) as 24) where the boundary contribution comes from lim t→0
None of the subsequent integrations by parts will incur any non-vanishing boundary contributions, because we have lim t→0 + t ℓ log m t = 0 for all ℓ, m ∈ Z >0 . Thus, we can recast (4.24) into 25) which proves the first identity in (4.13).
In a similar vein, we may integrate by parts with the help from (4.16) and (4.19): 26) which proves the second identity in (4.13).
All the remaining cases in (4.13) can be proved by examining the asymptotic behavior of (4.17) in the t → 0 + regime. (b) From (4.13), we know that for each k ∈ Z ≥2 , Vanhove's operator L 2k−1 (resp. L 2k ) annihilates every member in the set
where 29) and "L.O.T." stands for "lower order terms". Therefore, the corresponding Wrońskians must evolve according to (4.14) and (4.15). Remark For n ∈ Z >1 , Kluyver's function p n (x) = ∞ 0 J 0 (xt)[J 0 (t)] n xt d t represents the probability density for the distance traveled by a random walker in the Euclidean plane after n consecutive unit steps aiming at random directions. Here, J 0 (t) := 2 π π/2 0 cos(t cos ϕ) d ϕ is the Bessel function of the first kind. It has been shown by Borwein-Straub-Wan-Zudilin that p n (x) is holonomic, whose annihilator has the form g n (x)
The resemblance between (4.29) and (4.30) is not accidental. We refer our readers to [37] for the connection between Kluyver's probability density function and two-scale Bessel moments.
4.2.
Reduction of det M k to det M k−1 and det N k−1 . Now we factorize Ω 2k−1 in a similar spirit as Propositions 2.4 and 2.5.
Proposition 4.3 (Factorization of Ω 2k−1 (1)).
For each k ∈ Z ≥2 , we have
Proof. In the formula
we observe that
Thus, we obtain, after column eliminations and row bubble sorts,
which factorizes as claimed.
Proposition 4.4 (Factorization of Ω 2k−1 (0 + )). The limit
, ∀u ∈ (0, 4).
(4.36)
Proof. As we compare the representation
with (4.11), we see that each row involvingμ ℓ k, j now bears an additional pre-factor of √ u; the first (k − 1) rows involving µ ℓ k, j are left intact, but the bottom row in (4.11) is multiplied by a factor of u k/2 . Clearly, this setting hearkens back to (2.26) .
Akin to what we had in Proposition 2.5 when u is a positive infinitesimal, we can establish the following asymptotic behavior of the first (2k − 2) columns in (4.37):
Here, it is understood that when k = 2, the closed interval [k + 1, 2k − 2] = [3, 2] = ∅ is the empty set, so {1} ∪ (Z ∩ [k + 1, 2k − 2]) degenerates to {1} in this scenario. We also bear in mind that the bottom row in (4.37) carries an additional factor of u k/2 , so the estimate in (4.38) tells us that the bottom-left section of the partitioned matrix in (4.37) contains only infinitesimal elements, with order at most O(u k/2 log u). Meanwhile, we point out that the top-right block in (4.37) contains elements of order O(1/ √ u), according to the rationale in (2.27) and (2.30). The bottom-right element behaves like
where we have quoted the evaluation of (8)]. After taking care of the sign changes due to row and column permutations, we conclude that
as claimed.
Therefore, we obtain the recursion relation in (4.1), after comparing (4.31) with (4.36).
4.3.
Reduction of det N k to det M k and det N k−1 . Before factorizing ω 2k (as generalizations of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3), we need to build some asymptotic formulae on hypergeometric techniques.
Lemma 4.5 (Euler-Gauß-Schafheitlin-Weber).
We have
Proof. According to the modified Weber-Schafheitlin integral formula [34, §13 .45], we have 
. Proposition 4.6 (Factorization of ω 2k (1 − )). We have the following identity:
Proof. We will use the representation of (2 √ u) (2k−1)k ω 2k (u) in (4.12). From the exponential decays (for large t) in the respective integrands, it is clear that the following limits exist as finite real numbers, so long as
So we need to examine the behavior of (1 − u) k ν ℓ k,k+1 (u) and (1 − u) kνℓ k,k+1 (u), as u approaches 1 from below.
First, we consider
(1) is finite (thanks to power law decay of the integrand for large t), and is equal to lim u→1 − ν ℓ k,k+1 (u). Using the fact that
we may deduce
, and (4.42) is applicable. Then, we considerν
When 2ℓ − k < 0, the integralν ℓ k,k+1 (1) is finite (thanks to power law decay of the integrand for large t), and is equal to lim u→1 −ν ℓ k,k+1 (u). Using (4.52) and (4.43), we may deducé
Summarizing the efforts in the last two paragraphs, we see that only the term (1 − u) kνk k,k+1 (u) will play a consequential rôle in the u → 1 − regime. Applying the bound
we have
according to (4.43).
As we perform cofactor expansion with respect to the matrix element lim u→1 − (1 − u) kνk k,k+1 (u), manipulate columns according to
for all j ∈ Z ∩ [2, k], and permute rows for a total of ∑
times (according to bubble sort), we can identify
as expected.
Proposition 4.7 (Factorization of ω 2k (0 + )). The limit
apply to all ℓ ∈ Z ∩ [1, k], in the u → 0 + limit. The factorization procedure is thus a straightforward generalization of Proposition 3.3.
Comparing (4.48) with (4.62), we arrive at (4.2), thereby completing the proof of Broadhurst-Mellit determinant formulae (Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2).
VACUUM DIAGRAMS AND MAHLER MEASURES
So far, each Wrońskian in our derivations concerns a set of functions that all reside in the kernel space ker L n of a certain Vanhove operator L n . The proofs of both Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2 were built on homogeneous evolution equations for the corresponding Wrońskian determinants, namely, (4.14) and (4.15) . In this section, we will treat a pair of two-scale vacuum diagrams that are not annihilated by Vanhove's operators, along with the corresponding "vacuum analogs"Ω 3 (u) andω 4 (u) of the Wrońskian determinants Ω 3 (u) and ω 4 (u) factorized in § §2-3. The inhomogeneous evolution equations for these new WrońskiansΩ 3 (u) andω 4 (u) eventually enable us to verify Theorem 1.3, through factorizations of determinants.
5.1.
Conjectures of Broadhurst-Mellit and Rodríguez-Villegas. For each positive integer n, the following integral
is known as the (n − 1)-loop vacuum diagram [5, (1) ] in two-dimensional quantum field theory. An integral representation K 0 (t) := ∞ 0 e −t cosh u d u, t > 0 connects V n to its avatar in statistical mechanics:
which is called the nth integral of Ising class [4, 3] . It has been shown that [28, 5] 
where γ := lim n→∞ − log n + ∑ n k=1 1 k is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. The intermediate regime (namely, vacuum diagrams V n for n ∈ Z >4 ) appears to be an uncharted territory.
In 2013, Broadhurst wrote that "we know nothing about the number theory of V 5 " [15, §8.6], which stood in stark contrast with other physically relevant Bessel moments IKM(a, b; 2k + 1) involving a + b = 5 Bessel factors, where k is a non-negative integer. In particular, conjectures on the closed-form expressions of IKM(1, 4; 2k + 1) and IKM(2, 3; 2k + 1) for k ∈ Z ≥0 have been supported by numerical experiments [5] and confirmed by theoretical analyses [5, 7, 31, 36] .
Rising Conjecture 5.1 (Broadhurst-Mellit). We have the following evaluation of two 2 × 2 determinants filled with Bessel moments:
In his seminal work [16, §7.4 
], Broadhurst has observed intricate connections between vacuum diagrams and logarithmic Mahler measures m(P) of Laurent polynomials
. Proven results in vacuum diagrams [28, 5] and Mahler measures [12] bring us the following identities [16, (118) and (119)]:
Intriguingly, the special values L( f 3,15 , 4) and L( f 4,6 , 5) defined in (5.7) and (5.8) also show up in the conjectural evaluations of two logarithmic Mahler measures, due to Fernando Rodríguez-Villegas (see [11, §8] , [10, (6.11) , (6.12)] and [16, (120) , (121)]).
Conjecture 5.2 (Rodríguez-Villegas).
12)
It appears that neither Conjecture 5.1 nor 5.2 would yield to the algebraic methods developed in this paper. In a recent review [32] , Straub and Zudilin have stated that Conjecture 5.2 remains unproven, as of January 2018. Nevertheless, we can still achieve a modest goal of demonstrating the equivalence between Conjectures 5.1 and 5.2, as stated in Theorem 1.3.
As we will witness in the rest of §5, the bridge that connects Bessel moments to Mahler measures is Broadhurst's key formula (see [14, (9) ], [10, last formula on p. 978 and penultimate formula on p. 981], as well as [16, (122) ]): 13) which is provable by differentiating the "ramble integral" (see [10, §6] and [9, (2-2) ])
at s = 0. Here, we remind our readers that J 0 (x) := 2 π π/2 0 cos(x cos ϕ) d ϕ is the Bessel function of the first kind and zeroth order, whose derivative gives d J 0 (x)/ d x = −J 1 (x).
5.2.
Relation between detM 2 and m(1 + x 1 + x 2 + x 3 + x 4 ). If we assign a different parameter to one of the internal lines in the diagram V 5 , then we obtain a family of two-scale vacuum diagrams
parametrized by u > 0. To study this family of two-scale diagrams, we need a modest extension to Lemma 4.2, as given below.
Proposition 5.3 (Differential equation for two-scale 4-loop vacuums)
. We have
where L 3 is the third-order Vanhove operator defined in (2.9).
Proof. We first note that 17) where
Here, we have canceled out integrals in the last step, thanks to the following formula for n ∈ Z >0 : 19) which is a consequence of integration by parts. We have an annihilator of every member in the set 
along with the identities 
Here, in the first step of integration by parts, the boundary contribution arises from the asymptotic be- Remark As we specialize the relation a relation that was previously conjectured in [5, (120) ]. We will be interested in a 3 × 3 determinanť 27) which is a "vacuum analog" of another Wrońskian studied in §2: 29) where µ 1 2,2 (u) = IKM(2, 3; 1|u) and µ 1 2,3 (u) = I KM(2, 3; 1|u).
Proof. Differentiating each row of the Wrońskian determinantΩ 3 (u), we obtain
Using the differential equations in (5.16) to reduce the third-order derivatives to linear combinations of lower-order derivatives, we may convert the equation above into
which is equivalent to the claimed identity.
Proposition 5.5 (An integral representation forΩ 3 (u)). The 2 × 2 determinant appearing in (5.29) has an integral representation for u ∈ (0, 4):
As a result, there exists a constantČ 3 ∈ R such that
for u ∈ (0, 4).
Proof. By direct computation, one can show that
holds for any two functions f 1 , f 2 ∈ ker L 3 that are annihilated by L 3 . Therefore, for u ∈ (0, 4), 
holds for u ∈ (0, 4), so we have
where the constants c 1 , c 2 , c 3 will be determined from the asymptotic behavior of Ψ 2 (u) in the u → 0 + limit and the special value Ψ 2 (1).
We note that in the decomposition
Thus, we have
and similarly,
in the regime u → 0 + . Meanwhile, we recall that 
for a certain constant c 2 .
Bearing in mind that In the next proposition, we factorize the last determinant in the u → 0 + regime. π 2 from (5.10), we achieve our goal.
5.3.
Relation between detŇ 2 and m(1 + x 1 + x 2 + x 3 + x 4 + x 5 ). As a variation on the Wrońskian determinant is valid for u ∈ (0, 1).
Proof. First, we point out that
is true for any three functions f 1 , f 2 , f 3 ∈ ker L 4 residing the null space of L 4 . So we may assert that thereso our conclusion follows immediately.
